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An effect of safety campai gns may exist if several crucial

assumptions are satisfied. In order to trace these assuniptions

from the end to the starting point of the carnpaign three

assumptions and some deduced requirements are listed.

1.0. AssiupLions and_Rjireiiients

Assumption_1: Safety is enlianced by a change in hehaviour.

The validity of this assumption requires a firm basis for the

relation between behaviour and traffic safety. This basis may

be given from prior experimentation or observafion. Problems

arise if one fries to study the relation of behaviour and

safety by an introduction of a safety campaign. These problems

are located in the confounding intervening variables of the

introduction of the campaign itself on the one hand, and on the

other hand in the amount and grouping of accident data that is

needed for a significant gain in safety. (oEcD Reports on road

research programmes St and S?). So, apriori, it seems a

requireinent that only such safety campaigns are demonstrable

effective which changes behaviour that is already known to con-

tribute to more safety. Stili then one must be able to defect

a change in behaviour. This asks af least for two experimentally

independent and reliable assessinents of the actual behaviour. If

this is not possible indirect measurement of the behaviour, if

generalizable to the actual behaviour, maybe used. Without

direct or generalizable indirect ineasurements of behaviour a

demonstrable effect of safety campaigns is iiipossible. Moreover

a positive change in behaviour must be possible. In the case

where this is questionable because the faulty behaviour is

thought to occur by error which are not under control of the

driver, the effect of a campaign will not be oliservable. To

summerize we formulate 3 requirements for this assumption to

be truc.

Requirernent 1.1. Relation between behaviour and safety is known

1.2. Independent and reliahie assessments of actual
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behaviour or valid indirect inclicators of actual

behaviour on af leasf two occasions.

1.3. Existence of an imperfect behaviour that likely

can be changed in positive direction by a campaign.

Assuion 2: The cliange in behaviour is caused y the interrelated

changes in knowi edge, motivati ons and attitudes;

The isipact of a canlpaign will be related to aspects of knowledge

motivations and attitudes. In order to know what kind of campaign

is inost effective and how the campaign must be structured with

respect to time, content, media and audience, it will he relevant

to elaborate this assumption by a structuring of the relations

between knowledge, motivations and at±ituds. Some of the possible

assumptions are formulated in 2a, 2b en 2e.

2a: Changes in knowledge, motivations and attitudes are independent

and each causes a part of the change in behaviour.

2b: A change in knowledge causes a change in attitudes which in

turn causes a change in motivations and this finally is the cause

of change in behaviour.

2e: A change in motivafions makes the changes in knowledge and

attitudes an effective cause of the behaviour-change but also

causes a direct change in behaviour.

One could diagram these assuinptions as follows.

K

2 M Ba

A

2b K - A - -M - >B

. K

2e
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Many other diagrams may be possible, the general idea however

will be dear. Techniques for the identification and computations

of such diagranis will be discussed later onas path-analysis

of corrclation matrices. The importance for the content and

timing of content of the campaign programmes of such an analysis

is evident. The situation is even more inferresting if different

target-audi ence groups show different diagrams. A systemati c

variation of content and. presentations for different groujs may

result in a design from which au optimal campaign can be resolved.

But also there, where a fixed campaign programme is presenfed,

it will be very informative to find out the correct causal path. -

It may give us answers to the questions on how the effects (or

ineffective resuits) of a campaign are obtained.

Path-analysis of correlations may be inferpreted as causes if

a theory explains sudl1 a causal relation. It is legitimate to

do so if the time.-relation of cause and effect is known and no

other rival explanations are possible (Wold, 1956). In the

relations between knowledge, attitudes and motivations no time

order is known and no dear theory is available. 1f the correlations

are correlations between changes in time for the same observation

units a causal interpretation of these correlations is valid,

under the condition that the structure of the correlations reveals

a particular path. Such causal inferences are a modern realization

of the logically based method of concomitant variations for

induction (.s. Mili, 1868).

From assumption and what is discussed here, it is dear that a

neglectable effect of campaign may be expected if knowledge,

motivations and attitudes are already on a relative high level

Target-group selection therefore may be based on this, as also

the content of the campaign prograimne may be based on those

aspects of knowledge, motivation and attitudes that are strongly

correlated with the wanted behaviour. The measurements needed

for such selections and correlation study may be the first

measurement of a timeserie in the before campaign period.

The requirements following from assumption 2 and this discussion

are:

Ilequirement 2.1. Independent and reliable assessment of knowledge

motivations and attifudes for the same sample af

at least two occasions.
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2.2. Existence of a shortage of knowledge, niotivations

and atLitudes whi cli are likely to be changed in

an adequate state.

Assuijflon3 Changes in know] edge, motivations, attitudes and

behaviour are caused hy the safety campaign.

Although an effective campaign only need to change the behaviour

in the wanted direction, it seems likely that, if the behavi our

is changed on] y by the campai gn, also knowi edge, atti tudes and

motivations must change. 1f there is no change in knowledge,

attitudes and motivations it is at least questionable how the

be]iaviour can be changed by the campaign. In any way, it will be

necessary to look for changes in all the four domains. The real

problem in assurnption 3 is the legitimacy of the causation. Such

a causal relation is oniy legitimate if other reasonab]e explanationsj

of the changes in knowledge, motivation, attitudes and behaviour

are ruleci out. Procedures where this is done hy the introduction

of a control group are discussed by Haskins (1970) and the OECD.

report on safety calnpaigns (Report RR/s4). Many campaigns, however,

are progranimed, without the possibility of an equivalent control

group, like in nation-wide T.V. campaigns.

The only design that is possible in this context and that rules

out a great number of rival explanations is given by the interrupted

time-serie analysis. This type of research is discussed in the

next seetion, where the usual design of interrupted time-series

(Campbell and Stanley, 1963) is adapted and complicated in order

to enhance its validity and optimality in this context. The basic

idea of such a time-serie analysis is that the control is formed

by multiple measurements of equivalenL or identical sainples in the

before and after periods, where the changes are not influenced

by the "experimental" condition. So the requirements following

from assumption 3 are:

RequiremenL 3.1. Knowledge, attitudes, motivations and behaviour

must lie measured before and after the time interval

of the campaign.
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3.2. Either measuremenLs on another uneffecLed

equivalent group af the saine occasions or

mul tipie measurenients 011 identi cal or

equivalent groups in both before and after

periods.

2.0. Methodology and

Assuiuing that only one variable represents the effect of the

canipaign, then the effect is deduced from the means of this

variable in the timeserie.

Several possibie outcomes are reflected in the graph below (adapted

from CampbeU (1963).

D

Possiblleoutconiepâtterns_of_atimeserie01-O6with_the

experiinentai variahie introduced at x,

It is evident that any effect due to the experimental variable

(the campaign) is unjustified in cases E, D and C although the

change.aI x is equal to that of A and B.

Compared with the simple before and after study (03 x o) we

Oi 02 03X 0, 05 06
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control in a time serie for trend clianges (c, E) fluctuati ons over

time () tand the main effect of repeated ineasurement. We assrnie

the measurements to be taken from a random sample or eventually a

serie of equivalent random samples, therefore no problems of

selective sainpling or differential recruitment need to be con-

sidered. There are, however, two inain problenis, which are not

ruled out a simple time serie.

Firstly one must be sure that no other conditi on or variabi e

that is relevant for the measurement of the effect variabie is

changed at the interval of the campaign. Such changs form other

rival explanations of the effect. 1f the effect variable is the

nuinber of acciclents (which is not recominended, see assumption i)

such rival explanations usual will occur as weather conditions

or traffic regulations. 1f the actual hehaviour or knowledge

is th relevant variable such unwan-Led simul-Laneous changes are perha

less inevitabie. Since safety campaigns often accompany a

change in law, one must be sure that the effect of the change

in law and the campaign is separable, either by control group

design or by seperating the change in law and the campaign in terms

of the interval in time in which they take place. In the case

of a timeserie design any second possible confounding cause is

a real threat to the validity of the conciusions and therefore

must be eliminated at forehand or sepera-ted from the campaign

inferval, if possible, by at least one "natural interval

The second, but repairable weaknes of the time-serie design

in this context is the reactive interaction of the repeated

measurements on the measurement of the effect of the campaign.

1f the measurenients are not unobtrusive, which is likely the

case for the assessment of knowledge, motivations and attitudes

and perhaps for the behaviour too, it may be hypothesized that

the foregoing ineasuremenLs make the sampled persons more res-

ponsive to the campaign. A somewhat complicated design may obviate

this by introducing a tiineserie that is partially or as a whole

based on equivalent saniples not measured before. In the diagramnied

representations below three relevant designs are given for a

timeserie. Other designs are also possible, but these seem to

have some optimal properties.
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Random Time Aus Design

samples 1 2 3 x 4 5 6

1 011 012 013 014 015 0 e sampie -

peated measuremen

1 011 - - - -
- Seperate

2
- 022 - - -

- samples -

3 - - 033 - - - succesive

11 - - - 044 - - measurements

5 - - - - 055 -

6 - -
- 066

1 0
11

0
12

-

-

______

seperate

2 - 0
22

0
2

-
-

-

samples -

3
-) - - i33 ''34 - -

succesive

4 - - - 0
44

0 -
overlapping

45 pairwi se

repeated

measureinents

As far as only means of one variable is concerned, it will be

possible to replace the outcome of the repeated measurements by

the seperate sample - succesive measurements, only introducing

the sampling error which is a function of the number of the

sampled observations. In the case where measurements of many

variables are combined in change factors or if we want to

analyze the relations between changes in knowledge, motivations

attitudes and motivations, as was suggested, we need correlations

between changescores. This implies at least changescores from

one measurement to a next measurement, so the seperate sample -

succesive overlapping pairwise repeated measurement design is

proposed. This design anables one to seperate the reactive

interaction effect and the main campaign effect by comparing the

rowwise uneffected mean differences (Oll_012; 022_023; 044_045 and

o55_o56) and the experimentally effected mean rowwise difference (033034)
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with the coluinnwise uneffected differences (012 022; 023 - 03

045 - 055) and the possible reactive interation effect in the

difference (034 - Os,). Such a comliarison eau also

be forniulated as a fimeserie of first measurements tested for

a difference with the, one time interval lagged, second

measurements timeserie, both viewed as a seperatesarnple

succesive measurement design.

3.0. Multivar:iate Analysis

So far we assumed only one variable for the measurement of an

effect of the campaign. Usually, however, the domain of knowledge,

motivations and attitudes and probably the behaviour too, are

measured by sets of many variables. For researchers in the field

of safety research this will form the main problein in the analysis

of the data. Although af first glance the iise of sets of variables

may give troubles, in fact it is a great advantage in a field,

where indi,vidual variables are unrehiable and the relevant main

factors in the field are inknown. A multivariate analysis of the

data may comhine the individual unreliable variables into

relevant main factors which are much more reliable. Like

the IQ is a factoranalyti,c result of the anaJysis of several

unreliable items. In our case we are looking for change factors

that combines the convergences of the differences in the campaign

interval in contrast to the before and after intervals. In order

to describe such an analysis, we have to elaborate somewhat on

the aspect that may be regarded as a change and what will be

viewed as convergent information of such changes.

Every set of variables is statistically, under the resiriction

of a multinormal distribution and their linear relationships, fully

described by the nieans of the variables, the variances of the

variables and the correlations between the variables. A change

of the measureiiients of one occasion to another oceasion of

sets of variables may occur for the ineans, the variances, the

intercorrclationswithin a set and the correlations between

sets. In terms of changescores this would mean, non-zero mean

change for the variables, variances of changescores larger
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than the expected error variance, correlations between change

scores that are different from the first measurement correlations

between the variables and different from correlations of other

sets of changescores. In the proposed design this would lie

translated as:

a) mean changescores in the campaign interval differ from the

mean changescores in the before and after intervals

b) the variances of the c1ianescores in the campaign intertal

are larger than the variances of the changescores in the before

and after intervals

c) the correlations of the changescores in the campaign interval

differ from the correlations of the changescores in the before

and after period

d) the correlations of the changescores in the campaign interval

differ from the pooled correlations of the variables in the

before period measured at each occasion.

Convergent information of these changes that might lie regarded as

cuinulative evidence is obtained if comparable mean clianges take

place in variables with a similar meaning. Opcrationally

this ineans coniarable clianges for correlated

variables. Such groups of correlated variables which comparahle

mean-changes may lie regarded as a result of a change in a latent

comnion change_factor. Since the change may lie present in factors

that were not present in the individual differences before the

campaign (see: d) , it is necessary to take the correlations -

between the changescores as evidence for the similarity in meaning

with respect to the change and not the correlafions of the original

pre-calnpaign measurements. 1f variances form a source of cumulative

evidence, then surely the variables with comparable mean change and.

relative high corre1ations between changescores, will show also

larger changescore variances.

Several inultivariate techniques are availahle for optirnization

of the aspects of change under a, b, c and d. These techniques

are discriniinatoryanalysis (for a), principal coinponent analysis

and canonical correlation analysis (for b, c and d). (Anderson
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195, Morrison 1968). These reultivariate so]u:tions consi st of

optirnal coinbination of van abi es by weigh-Lcd summation of vaniabi es.

Since seperate optiiiizaLion of these change aspects will give

different weighLi ng J ocec res, no convergenee of information

is obtained. We therefore ask for one weighti lig procedure that

optitnizes the different aspects of cliange togetlier. This might

be fonnulated as a multivaniate analysis of differences and

covari ances of the original muitiple sets of measurements

(ilorst, 1963), but turns out to lie ra-ther compl i cated and yet

unsolved., Another approach is the mul tivaniate analysi s of

the changescores as nu adapton and modification of the no- caliled

incremental Il-technique (Catteli, 1963).

Since changescores do have a meaningful zero scale point we

may comhine aspeets a, b and c in one statement:

- the crossproducts of the changescores in the campaign interval

differ from the crossproducts of the changescores in the before

and after period intervals -

This statement combines a, b and c, because the crossproducts

will lie langer for variahlcs with comparable mean-change, with

langer vaniances and with relative higher correlations. Aspect

dneed not to be maximized hecause there is nothing against the

idenfity of factors for change and individual differences af one

occasion. The above statement naturally leads to the inultivariate

technique outlined in Appendix A. It asks for the maximum of the

ratio of two symmetnic quadratic forms and is because of the

similarity with the canonical analysis of discriminance

(Porebski, 1966) called canonical analysis of increase.

A popular frasing of file end-result of the analysis could lie

that the analysis combines the changescores info latent common-

changefactors, whiéh, in the tiieserie, show maximal discontinuity

and change in the campaign interval and minima] discontinuity and

change in the other intervals. The test of significance is idenfical

with the well knownjLtest for canonical analysis, so an overall

significance- test is also available (Bartlettl9/i7).

The canonical analysis of increase may lie applied seperately

to the sets of knowledge vaniables, motivation variables, attitude
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van ahi es and behaviour variabl es, and that :i s what ï s propo sed.

here. Becausc of the searcli for causal relations we could have

asked for such a weighting procedure that the correlations between

these sets of changescores were maximized. Such a weighting, however,

might have the di sadvantage, that not all the information of the

change is analysed hecause of a 1 ach of correlation with another

set of vaniables. Therefore, it seems justified, first to analyze

the signifi cant change factors caused by the campai gn and to

correlate Lhe changefactors of different sets afterwards. 1f

the analysi s yields more tliaii one siguifi cant dimension of change

in a set of variables, we niay rotate these climension to a simple

structure, like it is done in factoranalysis (Jiarman, 1960). Such

rotated factors are interpretable as meaningful (psycliological)

factors of change. The causal relation betweeri these meaningful

factors are to be shown, not to be maximized.

The same thing applies to the relations between the changefactors

and the individual difference factors in the one occasion

measurements of the before peniod: it is up to the empinic

correlations between tliem to establish what the similanities are.

1f it is hypothesized that the changefactors are likely similar

to the individual difference factors and it is assuned that the

relations between these individ.ual difference factors of clifferent.

sets are also similar, then one may use these between set relations

of the first measurement of the serie for the construc-Lion of the

most effec-Live campaign content. .A canonical correlation analysis

(Anderson 1958, Carroll 1968) gives the components in the behaviour

which are maximal ly correlated with the components in the domain

of knowledge, motivation and attitudes. These canonical conrelation

coniponents of knowledge, motivation and attitudes variables are to

be nepresented in the content of the campaigninessages, if this

similarity between changefactors and their befween set relations and t

individual difference factors and tlieir between set relations is truc,

A last question on the multivaniate analysis of the data has to be

raised. In the case we find no significant change in knowledge,
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motivations and attitudes, buL a significant cl]ange in behaviour,

would. th s mean that knowi edge, inotivations and attitudes were not

rel evant for a behavioral change? The answer will depend on the

possihi] ity of relations with attitudes, motivations and knowiedge

variabies, which were not observable from the changescores. Such

a possibility may exist if the behavionral change hy the campaign,

brings the behavi our more in consi stency wi th the unchanged,

already cxi sting knowledge, motivation and attitude structure.

Specially if knowledge and attitudes are already on a desired

level, buL dissociated from the hehaviour, this may occur. A

behavi oural change that is caused by a consonantal association

with knowledge- and attitude struetures can be demonstrated by

the comparison of the canonical correlations of the behaviour

variables and the knowledge, motivation and aLtitude variables

in the before period measurements and the after period measurements.

Since these changes in consonance may also occur if there are

changes in knowledge, motivation and attitudes it is desired

to perform these canonical correlation analysis anyway.

It also will be very informative if the changefactors of the

canonical analysis of increase are decosiposed in its different

sources, stated under aspects a, b and c, regarding the means,

variances and correlations.

i. Identific ation and guanLificationofcausalre]ations

The general idea of the causal structure may be pictured by

directed arrows as shown below,

(c) denotes the campaign; (K1...K); (M1...MJ; (A1...A) and

. .B) represent the possible significant cliangefactors for

the respective domains of knowledge, motivations, attitudes and

behaviour, For the sake of coinpletion the possible cliange aspects

of safety are denoted by (sl...sk). The unidirected broken arrows

indicate the causal effects of the campaign, whose existence is to

be demonstra-Led by the canonical analysis of increase and further

analysis. The unidirected solid arrows are the possible causal

relations from whjch the time-order of cause and effect is

assumed to be known, while Liie bidirected soitd arrows are the
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two possibï e eau sal rel a±ï ons from w}ii oh at leasi Olie

direction has to be dropped on the hasj s of fuither analysi s or

it may indicate a recursive dependence relation without a causal

iliterpretation. -

13
fl

--

13

\
/

.

(

General grjio jossible causal relations

The general grapli inciudes the three assumptions of section

1. (asswnption 2a, 2h and 2e), which of these or other possible

causal structures is involved, is a matter of fnrtlier analysis

of the relationships between the cainpaign and the interrelated

significant charigefactors of the different domains. In this

causal structure analysis, we have to identify, and to test in

a quantitive way, which relations may ho explaiued as a result

of two or more other relations. For exampie eau the relation

(c) - (B) for a behaviour changefactor totally he explained by

the relation of the campaign with the changefactor of knowledge

and knowledge-with behaviourfactors? 1f this is the case and the

reverse is not, then we will take the causal relation to follow
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the pa i (c ) (K) (E) and no di re ( t i rit] UCTiCe 0fl beliavi our.

WliicL causa] si ructure is accepted wil 1 depend on the dentifi cation

of the most parsimoilious pal h that is suffici ent to expi ai n the

o tlier relations and that is meani ngfui in teinis of as suincd t ime

order and J)ossibl 0 theoret ] cal expl ana t ion

In order to come to an identification and quan±iti ve demonstration

of the causal patli, we have to construct the matrix of the

relations betwecn the campaigu, know] edge, mo tivafi o-i, atti tude

and behaviour (and evenlual ly the safe Ly) faci cr5. Sinee we are

concerned with relations of changefactors based on raw cliange-

scores withi a meaningful zero-sea] e point as the origin, whi le the

variance of these cliangefactors is independeut of the causal

inferences, we construct a matrix of congruence coeffi cients

as the normalized crossproducts of the factorscores for the

changefactors of the different sets. The congruence coeffi ci ents

for the di ffercnt changefactors and the cainpai gn variable are

compuLed from the Tivariancen ratio s of the canonical analysis

of increase. 1f, in the case of multiple changefactors witliin

a set, the rotati on of the factors to a meaningful simple struc-

ture is orthogunal, then the congruence coeffi cients between

fac-tors of each set will be zero and no relational analysis between

theni will compl 1 cate the analysi s. The mafheiiatical defini t ions

of these congruence coefficients are given in appendix A the

meaning of them is quite the same as for correlation coefficients,

except that it does not represent the relations between deviations

from -the mean but from the zero-charige point. The general ideas

of structural analysis as path analysis (Blalock, 1961; Boudon,

1967), radex-analys is (Guttman, 1955) and other rel al cd 11

algebrai c analysi s fechniques (van de Geer, 1970), therefore

equally apply to the congruence matri x of the changefactors.

The identification of the causal structure is inost effective determined

from the inverse of the congruence matrix. The off-diagonal elenients of

this inverse, normalized by the diagonal elements of this inverse, are the

partial congruence coefficient after all the remaining (n-2)

factors are held constant. So if some of these off-diagonal
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elenients are close to zero and the corresponding di agonal

elesients are rel at ive higli tlien the reiaLions Letween these

factorE can he explained fully by the relations of the other

f a c t o r s.

1f for exampie the only real departures of zero inverse elements

indicated by an x are located as shown in the figure below, then

the so-calied siniplex structure (Gutkman, 1955) is present

and the hypothesi s of assumption 2h as the causal order of

0 - K - A -> M -3 B (- s) is verified

(

c

K

M

B

Simpiex structure of inverse matrix corresponding to_assumption_2h.

1f' more elemeuts are markediy non-zero then one has to complicate

the idenLification of the causal structure. In general we may drop,

the arrows of the general graph of abeve, if there are near-zero

values in the inverse congruence matrix. The remaining arrows can

be quantified b the hypothesized relations as weights for the

regression or partial regresion of the factors, in which the

beliaviour changefactor are the terminals ofthe causal cliain.

For the possible computational nethods and their relations reference

to Van de Geer is made ( Van de Geer, 1970). 1f a dear causal
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struc ure of a parsiuionious and theoretical expectabie nature is

detected, the computati ons for a quantifi cation of the structure,

recluces to the deterini nation of the zero relations of omitted

arrois and the siniulianeous soluti en of the Y unknown iei ghts

corresponding to Liie non-cancelled arrows , from a set of 1 inear

equations containing the Y = (ni )n/2 - x knowu congruence

coefficients.
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Cano ei. cci Anal Vs S of Ïncrea se

J,et D. denofe the d fferencescore matrix of sainple i (i = t. . e. . r)

and cloicain k (k K = knowi edge , M = inotivati ons, A atti tudes

B = hehaviour) from the second measurements minus the firs

measurements on the N. individual s and m varialjies, according
1 k

the separate sample - successive overiapping pal rwi se measurelileuts

desi ga in time-series, where for i = e (r±1 )/2 the experiniental

conditioii is changed in the time-serie -

We ask for a matrix of weiglits W1 for each domsi n such that the

quadratic norins of the weighted sums of the differencescores are

maximized for i = e and minimi zed for i d, since in that case

the discontinuity and change is maximized in the experimental

time inerva1 e with respect to the other time intervais of the

before and after period. So we require

W' I)t. D. W = max ; i = ëk ik ik k

W'1 tik D.1 = min ; i = 1....r ; i e

under the condition W' W = T
k k

1f tr (wk
r N.

[- g
ie

N.
then tr.

i'e

• D .1 W ) =min
ki ki1 k

(w' D' 1) W ) min (lievin, 1966)Ii ik ik k

.1
So if - IJ = 0 is the experimental intervalek ek elç

e
crossproduct niatrix of differencescores, and the pooled cross-

product matrix of the before and after interval differencescore
r N.matrix is coiiiputed as i D'. D. ) = 0 , the problem

- ik ik ck
i=1 N.
ie
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reduces to the maximization of the ratio of two quadratic sym-

inetric forms (Tu]nbali and Aitken, 1932), stabistically known

as canonica t analysis (Iartlett, l917) and written as:

W ( C1 \ =

•r- /
\ ck/

By the double application of eigenvaluereigenveetor sôlution

we solve this as is forinulted in the following two canonical

for ci s

C = II Q H' and Ii Q2 1-1' 0 II Q2 II' W J W
ck ek k k k

Each vector of W1 represents a change component The change

components are tested for their significance by the Wilks J\_

test (Barlett, 19)&7) becausek may be viewed as the ratio of

total variance and error variance of the components. 1f the Clii

square in

N_p_(2m1_p^f) )log ?
i=1 l=p+l ki

where > are the elements ofA.. in the canonical analysis,
id k

is insignificant by (mi -p)Ink degrees of freeclom then the last

(mk_p) components are insignificant. Working backward from

-1 to p=O, we determine how many components are significant.

The solution of Wj is unchanged by rescaling of the original

measurements to other variances, the solution is scale free,

which is a nice property for interval data.

The canonical congruence loading structure of the experimental

changescore factors as the congruence-coefficients between

original change variabies and the dimensions of the canonical

analysis, follow from the linear regression formula's and

standardization

(diag Ck) Ci 1k
-
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The congruence loading matrix may he rotated by an orthogonal

simple strueture rotation method, such as VAHIMAX (Harman, 1960)

F T G and T'T = 1
k k

The corresponding weighting inatrix is computed by

M = WiL T
k k k

and the new rotated change factors are formed as the weighted

sum of the d.ifference-scores

D M =Z
ik k ik

Since (c - C ) can be viewed as the matrix of real experimental
ek ck

change, while the other change influences, like random fluctuations,

trend and so on, are estimated by c1, we may use the variance

ratios of each rotated component as the squared congruence

coefficient of the changefactor with the experimental condition.
th th

For the 1 component this the 1 element of the diagonalmatrix

V:

V = 1 - diag (TkÂ1T)

The congruence matrix of the changescorefactors is formed by

the crossproduct of the partitioned matrix z = (ZeK Zei ZA zB)

1

Let r be the column vector of elemerits r = v 2 such that
ik ik

R = (1; rlK; ; r1; rIM; ; r11; riA; ...; r1; rIB; 'pB

Then the total congruence matrix of campaign factor, knowledge

cliangefactors, motivation changefactors, attitude changefactors

and behaviour changefactors is formed by

II = (r .Z'Z)

The analysis of R is the basis for the causal inferences.
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